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Your e-mail is fortuitously timed, as I have just returned to Phoenix today after an absence of almost three 

weeks.To answer your easier question first, I never reached Conzelman.  I left numerous voice-mails on his 

office phone (he's the AA to a Republican congressman, whose name I now forget, but who I think is from 

Ohio... in any case, I got Conzelman's number from a standard House of Representatives staff directory) but he 

never got back to me.I'm having a harder time remembering whether Bates ever sent us anything.  I have a 

vague recollection that he did, but that it wasn't anything new or significant.  I had a pretty thick file on the 

Firearms Panel -- which is probably in the file cabinet in Brian/Doug/Christopher's old office along with my 

other files.  If we got something new, I probably would have given it to Noelle/Cathy for a new subject file: 

HSCA Firearms Panel, or something like that, but I also might have made a copy for my own file..  I'm 

embarrassed to say I honestly don't recall for sure.  I also wrote a longish memo (as opposed to an e-mail) 

summarizing what I did on the C.E. 567/Firearms Panel (I'm almost positive I did) which I may or may not have 

updated when/if something from Bates arrived.  Since I can't access my old wordperfect files, I can't search for 

the document for you (again, a copy -- perhaps the most current -- should be in my old file).  If there was some 

way for Chet to send me my old wordperfect files (which I think as a matter of policy he's never done), I'd be 

happy to look for it.I'm sorry my recollection is so hazy on your second query.  Let me know if there's anything 

else I can do. 
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